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The gall-inducing rust fungus, lJromyclodium woodii,was released as a biological controlagent against Stinkbean (Poraserionthes lophanthol infestations in south Africa in June2015' tt has now established at a few sites in the western cape, and will be established atmore sites in the future.

DESCRTPTION

The rust fungus originates from Australia where it naturally attacks stinkbean (A). lt causeslarge, irregularly sized gafls on the stems and flowers (B). The singre-ceiled, brownteliospores (D) are produced in rarge quantities on the surface of the gails, appearing as adry brown powder that is easily brushed off, during winter (C).
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DISEASE SYMPTOMS
The branches and flowers of infected stinkbean trees are covered in conspicuous, knobbly,

I elongated, red-brown gars. New gars are p.oar."a during the winter months.
DAMAGE TO PTANTS
The fungus uses the prants nutrients, thereby reducing its growth and seed production.
Heavy gall loads impair the prant's abirity to cope with environmental stress, especiailydrought, and the prant die_s. Like arr rust fungi, ihe stinkbean rust fungus can onry surviveinside a living host plant. Once the plant diei, the fungus dies with it.
IMPACT ON STINKBEAN

stinkbean occurs in small to large stands in higher rainfall areas of the winter rainfallregion of the western and Eastern cape provinces. popurations appear to come and go,with large numbers of seedrings growing after fires. However the tiees are not rong rivedand so populations may decrine in time, onry to reappear after fires in even rargernumbers of seedrings. rnfection by the rust irngw wiil herp to reduce the number of seedproduced, and thin the trees more rapidly than occurring currently.
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